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Abstract-In
this article we advocate a declarative approach to data-parallelism to provide both
parallelism expressiveness and efficient execution of data intensive applications. 81.2, an experimental
language combining features of collection and stream oriented languages in a declarative framework, is
presented. A new structure, the web, allows the programmer to write programmes as mathematical
expressions and to implicitly express data and control parallelism. The first part of this paper proposes
a classification of the various expressions of parallelism in programming languages. We show that hybrid
execution models combining both data and control parallelism are possible and necessary to get an
effective speedup. We sketch the advantage of the declarative style with respect to parallelism expression
(application side) and exploitation (compiler side). In the second part we describe the 8,‘~language and
the concepts of collection, stream and web. A web is a multi-dimensional object that represents the
successive values of a structured set of variables. Some 8,‘>programmes are given to show the relevance
of the web data structure for simulation applications (a resolution of O.D.P.E. and a simulation in artificial
life). Examples of 81.2programmes, involving the dynamic creation and destruction of webs, are also given.
Such programmes are necessary for simulations of growing systems. In the third part, the implementation
of a compiler restricted to the static part of the language is described. We focus on the process of web
equations compilation towards a virtual SIMD machine. We also present the clock calculus, the scheduling
inference and the distribution of the computations among the processing elements of a parallel computer.
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1. INTRODUCTION

I. 1. A proposal for a taxonomy of parallelism expressions

Table 1 proposes a classification of the various expressions of parallelism in programming
languages. Such a framework is required for the analysis of existing languages and the development
of a new one. We propose to mimic the Flynn classification of parallel architectures [l] and to
compare parallel languages constructs following two criteria: the way they let the programmer
express the control and the way they let him manipulate the data. The programmer has three
choices to express the flow of computations:
Implicit control: this is the declarative approach. The compiler (static extraction of the
parallelism) or the runtime environment (dynamic extraction by an interpreter or a hardware
architecture) has to build a computation order compatible with the data dependencies exhibited
in the programme.
a Explicit control which refines in:
-Express
what has to be done sequentially: this is the classical sequential imperative execution
model, where control structures build only one thread of computation.
--Express
what can be done in parallel: this is the concurrent languages approach. Such
languages offer explicit control structures like PAR, ALT, FORK, JOIN, etc.

l

For the data handling, we will consider two major classes of languages:
l

Collection based languages allow the programmer to handle sets of data as a whole. Such
a set is called a collection [2]. Examples of languages of this kind are: APL, SETL,
SQL, *Lisp, C* . .
I65
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Scalar languages allow also the programmer to manipulate a set of data but only through
references to one element. For example, in standard Pascal, the main operation performed on
an array is accessing one of its elements.

Historically, the data-parallelism has been developed from the possibility of introducing parallelism
in sequential languages (this is the “starization” of languages: from C to C*, from Lisp to *Lisp
. . .). It relies on sequential control structures (*when . . .) and parallel data. However, Table 1
shows that the concept of collection can be freely mixed with other expressions of control. As a
consequence, collection based languages can be mixed with concurrent languages (multiple SIMD
model or MSIMD) and declarative languages (Gamma [3] or 81,2[4]).
I .2. Declarative structure and massive parallelism
Now a short overview of the advantage of the declarative style with respect to the parallelism
expression and exploitation is going to be presented. Nowadays new architectures appear [S-S] to
efficiently support an SPMD or MSIMD execution model. This motivates the development of new
programming paradigms able to express more than one kind of parallelism. However, to quote [9]:
“simplicity and efficiency of the SIMD approach” must be preserved while acquiring the “processor
utilisation and the flexibility of control structure afforded by the MIMD approach”.
The development of a declarative framework supporting both data and control parallelism relies
on the construction of an adequate data structure and its subsequent algebra. As a matter of fact,
stream algebra is well fitted to control-parallelism [lo] while collection algebra supports implicit
data-parallelism [ 111.Consequently, this leads to merge streams and collections into a unique data
structure. The 8,,* language is based on webs which is such a combination. From the parallelism
point of view, managing streams and collections in a declarative framework exhibits several
advantages:

There is no explicit construct for parallelism in the language, in accordance with the
“parallelism as an implementation property” point of view (i.e. parallelism is in the scope of
implementation, and is irrelevant at the semantic level).
l The declarative form of the language makes it easy to perform dependence analysis between
tasks and the subsequent exploitation of control parallelism.
l Collections are a natural support of the data-parallelism
and collection operations between
webs naturally lead to a data-parallel implementation.
l Collections introduce a natural support for the distribution
of data.
l Introducing collections corrects some of the drawbacks sustained against the stream oriented
data-flow model [12], mainly by adding some specific handling of arrays with a consistent
concept of time.
l Transparential
references allow a formal treatment of programmes, and programme
optimization using programme transformations are possible (cf. for example [13, 141).
l

Furthermore, embedding collection in a synchronous data-flow model combines the advantages
of the synchronous and asynchronous parallel styles [9]. Consider for example the actor model: it
proposes a minimal kernel to deal with control parallelism but handling of homogeneous sets of
data, like arrays, is definitively inefficient [15]. From another point of view, the handling of
communications in sequential data-parallel oriented languages, like *LISP, forbids overlapping of
communications and computations because there is only one thread of control.
Table 1. A classification of lanrmaaes from the oarallel constructs ooint of view
Declarative
languages
0

instruction

counter

Sequential
languages
1 instruction

counter

Concurrent
languages
n instructions

counters

Scalar languages

Sisal, Id, LAU,
Actors

Fortran, C,
Pascal

Ada,
Occam

Collection languages

Gamma,
81,~

*LISP, HPF,
CM Fortran

CM Fortran + multithreads
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These two examples show the advantage of combining data and control parallelism. Using
enables:

implicit data- and control-parallelism
l

l

l

the maximal expression of the parallelism inherent to an application (this does not imply the
maximal exploitation of parallelism);
the use of the effective parallelism which implies cheaper implementation overheads (with
respect to the target architecture); and
the hiding of communication costs by overlapping computations of independent activities.

The rest of the paper describes the language 8,,Z and its compilation. It is an embedding of
data-parallelism
in a declarative framework. 8,,2 does not support all styles of parallel
programming, but we argue that it combines advantages of the two approaches for a large class
of applications. A stream is a direct representation of a trajectory of a dynamical system (i.e. the
sequence of the successive states of the system), a collection corresponds to the value of a
multidimensional state or to the discretization of a continuous parameter. In addition. the
declarative form of the language fits well with the functional description of a dynamical system.
Thus we advocate the use of 8,,? for the parallel simulation of dynamical systems (e.g. deterministic
discrete events systems [ 161).
2. THE

DECLARATIVE

DATA-PARALLEL

LANGUAGE

8, 2 has a single data structure called a web. A web is the combination
and collection. This section describes these three notions.

8’:

of the concept of stream

2.1. The collection in 8,.?
A collection is a data structure that represents a set of elements as a whole [17]. Several kinds
of aggregation structure exist: set in SETL [18] or in [19], list in LISP, tuple in SQL, ptlar in *LISP
[20] or evenjinite discrete space in Cellular Automata [21]. Data-parallelism is naturally expressed
in terms of collections [2, 221. From the point of view of the parallel implementation, the elements
of a collection are distributed over the processing elements (PEs).
Here we consider collections that are ordered sets of elements. An element of a collection, also
called a point in 8,,*, is accessed through an index. The expression T.n where T is a collection and
n an integer, is a collection with one point; the value of this point is the value of the rzth point
of T (point numbering begins with 0). If necessary, we implicitly coerce a collection with one point
into a scalar and vice-versa through a type inference system described in [23]. More generally, the
system is able to coerce a scalar into an array containing only the value of the scalar.
Geometric operators change the geometry of a collection, i.e. its structure. The geometry of a
collection of scalar is reduced to its cardinal (the number of its points). A collection can also be
nested: the value of a point is a collection. Collection nesting allows multiple levels of parallelism
and exists. for example, in ParalationLisp [24] and NESL [25]. The geometry of the collection is
the hierarchical structure of point values. The first geometric operation consists of packing some
webs together:
T = {a,b)

In the previous definition, a and b are collections resulting in a nested collection T. Elements of
a collection may also be named and the result is a system. Assuming
car = {oelocitj~ = 5,consumption = 10)

the points of this collection can be reached through the dot construct using uniformly their label.
e.g. car.z!elocity, or their index: car.0. The composition operator # concatenates the values and
merges the systems:
A = (a,b}; B = {c,d}; A # B*{a,b,c,d)
ferrari = car # {color = red}*{velocity

= 5,consumption = 10,color = red}
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The last geometric operator we will present here is the selection: it allows selection of some point
values to build another collection. For example:
Source = {a,b,c,d,e}
target = { 1,3,{0,4}}
Source(target)=>{b,d,{u,e}}

The notation Source(target) must be understood in the following way: a collection can be viewed
as a function from [O..n] to some co-domain. Therefore, the dot operation corresponds to function
application. If the co-domain is a set of natural numbers, collections can be composed and the
following property holds: Source(target).i = Source(target.i), mimicking the function composition
definition. From the parallel implementation point of view, selection corresponds to a gather
operation and is implemented using communication
primitives on a distributed memory
architecture.
Four kinds of function application can be defined:
Operator
application:
extension?
reduction\:
scan\\:

Signature
(collectionP+X) x collectionP+X
(scalarP+scalar) x collectionP+collection
(scalar2+scalar) x collection -scalar
(scalar2+scalar) x collection +collection

Syntax
f(c,, . . ., cp)
f^(c,, . . ., c,)
f\c
:f\\c

X means both scalar or collection; p is the arity of the functional

parameter f.
The first operator is the standard function application. The second type of function application
produces a collection whose elements are the “pointwise” application of the function to the
elements of the arguments. Then, using a scalar addition, we obtain an addition between
collections. Extension is implicit for the basic operators (+, *, . . .) but is explicit for user-defined
functions to avoid ambiguities between application and extention (consider the application of the
reuerse function to a nested collection). The third type of function application is the reduction.
Reduction of a collection using the binary scalar addition results in the summation of all the
elements of the collection. Any associative binary operation can be used, e.g. a reduction with the
min function gives the minimal element of a collection. The scan application mode is similar to
the reduction but returns the collection of all partial results. For instance: + \\{ l,l, l}=~-{1,2,3}.
See [26] for a programming style based on scan. Reductions and scans can be performed in
0(log2(n)) steps on SIMD architecture, where n is the number of elements in the collection, if there
are enough PEs.
2.2. The stream in 8,,*
LUCID [27] is one of the first programming languages defining equations between infinite
sequences of values. Although 81,2streams are also defined through equations between infinite
sequences of values, 8112streams are very different from those of LUCID.
A metaphor to explain 8112streams is the sequence of values of a register. If you observe a register
of a computer during a programme run, you can record the successive store operations on this
register, together with their dates. The (timed) sequence of stores is an 8,12stream. At the beginning,
the content of the register is uninitialized (a kind of undefined value). Then it receives an initial
value. This value can be read and used to compute other values stored elsewhere, as long as the
register is not the destination of another store operation.
The time used to label the changes of values of a register is not the computer physical time, it
is the logical time linked to the semantics of the programme. The situation is exactly the same
between the logical time of a discrete-events simulation and the physical time of the computer which
runs the simulation. Therefore, the time to which we refer is a countable set of “events” meaningful
for the programme.
8112is a declarative language which operates by making descriptive statements about data and
relations between data rather than describing how to produce them. For instance, the definition
C = A + B means the value in register C is always equal to the sum of the values in register A
and B. We assume that the changes of the values are propagated instantaneously. When A (or B)
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Table 2. Examples of streams
0

I

1
3
1rue

I

1+2
Clock 2
Assuming A
Assuminy B

1

2

3

1rue
2

3

I

C=A+B

2

$C

4

5

6

7

4

li-ue
5

6

6
5

6
6

flue
2

3
2

8

fi-I&

I

5
3

1

7
6

7
7

changes, so do C at the same logical instant. Note that C is uninitialized as long as A or B are
uninitialized.
Table 2 gives some examples of 81/zstreams. The first row gives the instants of the logical clock
which counts the events in the programme. The instants of this clock are called a tick (a tick is
a column in the table). The date of the “store” operations of a particular stream are called the
tack of this stream (because a clock is thought to make “tick-tack”): they represent the set of events
meaningful for that stream (a tack is a non-empty cell in the table). At a tick t, the value of a
stream is: the last value stored at tack t’ I t if t’ exists, the uninitialized value otherwise. For
example, the value of $C at tick 0 is undefined. whilst its value at tick 4 is 3.
A scalar constant stream is a stream with only one “store” operation, at the beginning of time,
to compute the constant value of the stream. A constant n really denotes a scalar constant stream.
Constructs like Clock n denote another kind of constant streams: they are predefined sequences
of true values with an infinite number of tacks. Scalar operations are extended to denote
elementwise application of the operation on the values of the streams. The delay operator $ shifts
the entire stream to give access, at the current time, to the previous stream value. This operator
is the only operator that does not act in a pointwise fashion. The tacks of the delayed stream are
the tacks of the arguments with the exception of the first one.
The last kind of stream operator is the sampling operator. The most general one is the “trigger”,
which is very close to the T-gate in data-flow languages [28]. It corresponds to the temporal version
of the conditional. The values of T when B are those of T sampled at the tacks where B takes
a true value (see Table 3). A tick t is a tack of A when B if A and B are both defined and t is
a tack of B and the current value of B is true.
8, ? streams present several advantages:
l
l

l

l

l

8li2 streams are manipulated as a whole, using filters, transducers . . . [29].
Like other declarative streams, this approach represents imperative iterations in a
“mathematically respectable way” [30] and to quote [13]: “. . series expressions are to loops
as structured control constructs are to gotos.”
The tacks of a stream really represent the logical instants where some computation must occur
to maintain the relationships stated in the programme.
The 8, 2 stream algebra verifies the causality assumption: the value of a stream at any tick t
may only depend upon values computed for previous tick t’ < t. This is definitively not the
case for LUCID (LUCID includes the inverse of $, an “uncausal” operator).
The 8, z stream algebra verifies the finite memory assumption: it exists as a finite bound such
that, the number of past values that are necessary to produce the current values remains smaller
than that bound.

The last two assumptions have been investigated in two real-time programming languages derived
from LUCID: LUSTRE [31] and SIGNAL [32]. Such streams enable a static execution model: the
successive values making a stream are the successive values of a single memory location and we
do not have to rely on a garbage collector to free the unreachable past values (as in Haskell [33]
Table 3. Example of a sampling expression
A
B
A when B

I

2

3

false

false

false

4
WU.?
4

5

6

false

true
6

I
IIW?
I

8

9

,false

ww
9
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for example). In addition, we do not have to compute the value of a stream for each tick, but only
for the tacks.
2.3. Combining streams and collections into webs
A web is a stream of collections or a collection of streams. In fact, we distinguish between two
kinds of webs: static and dynamic. A static web is a collection of streams where every element has
the same clock (the clock of a stream is the set of its tacks). In an equivalent manner, a static web
is a stream of collections where every collection has the same geometry. Webs that are not static
are called dynamic. The compiler is able to detect the kind of the web and compiles only the static
ones. Programmes involving dynamic webs are interpreted.
Collection operations and stream operations are easily extended to operate on static webs
considering that the web is a collection (of streams) or a stream (of collections).
8,,* is a declarative language: a programme is a system representing a set of web definitions. A
web definition takes a form similar to:
T=A+B

(1)

Equation (1) is an 81/zexpression that defines the web T from the web A and B (A and B are
the parameters of T). This expression can be read as a dejinition (the naming of the
expression A + B by the identifier T) as well as a relationship, satisfied at each moment and
for each collection element of T, A and B. Figure 1 gives a three-dimensional representation
of the concept of web.
Running an 8,/z programme consists of solving the web equations. Solving a web equation means
“enumerating the values constituting the web”. This set of values is structured by the stream and
collection aspects of the web: let a web be a stream of collections; in accordance with the time
interpretation of stream, the values constituting the web are enumerated in the stream’s ascending
order. So, running a 8,,* programme means enumerating, in sequential order, the values of the
collections making the stream. The enumeration of the collection values is not subject to some
predefined order and may be done in parallel.
2.4. Declarative definition of recursive collections
A definition is recursive when the identifier on the left-hand side appears also directly or
indirectly on the right-hand side. Two kinds of recursive definitions are possible.

Values

t

Time

Space=
Fig. 1. A web specified by an 81,~equation is an object in the (time, space, value) axis. A stream is a
value varying in time. A collection is a value varying in space. The variation of space in time determines
the dynamical structure (cf. Section 2.6).
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1.4.1. Temporal recursion. Temporal recursion allows the definition of the current value of a
web using past values of it. For example, the definition
T@O = 1
T=$T+

I when Clock

1

specifies a counter which starts at 1 and counts at the speed of the tacks of Clock 1. The (U0 is
a temporal guard that quantifies the first equation and means “for the first tack only”. In fact.
T counts the tacks of Clock 1.
The order of equations in the previous programme does not matter: the unquantified equation
applies only when no quantified equations apply. The language for expressing guards is restricted
to ‘alw with the meaning “for the nth tack only”.
Z.d.2. Spatial recursion. Spatial recursion is used to define the current value of a point usmg
current values of other points of the same web. For example,
iota = 0 # (1 + iota:[2])

is a web with three elements such that iota.i is equal to i. The operator: [n] truncates a collection
to II elements so we can infer from the definition that iota has 3 elements (0 is implicitly coerced
into a one-point collection). Let {iotal,iota2,iota3} be the value of the collection iota. The definition
states that
{iofal,iotaz.iotai)

= {O}#({l,l)

+ (iotal,iotaz})

which can be rewritten as:
iota, = 0
iota: = 1 + iota,
iota?
= I + iota?
i

which proves our previous assertion.
-7.5. E.uarnples ?f webs with static structure
2.5.1. Numerical resolution of a parabolic partial difSerentia1 equation. We want to simulate the
diffusion of heat in a thin uniform rod. Both extremities of the rod are held to O’C. The solution
of the parabolic equation:

au
-=)
at

aw
a.Y-

(2)

gives the temperature U(.x,t) at a distance x from one end of the rod after time t. An explicit
method of solution uses finite-difference
approximation
of equation (2) on a mesh
(X, = ih,c = jk) which discretizes the space of variables [34]. One finite-difference approximation
to equation (2) is:

u

1.1 +

I -

k

u,,,_ u,i
-

1.r -

2 ui.,+ U!-

l.1

h?

(31

which can be rewritten as
U ,,,+, = rU,-I,, + (1 - 2r)U,,, + rU,+l,,

(4,

where r = k/h’. It gives a formula for the unknown temperature U rJ+l at the (ij + 1)th mesh point
in term of known temperatures along the jth time-row. Hence, we can calculate the unknown
pivotal values of U along the first time-row T = k, in terms of known boundary and initial values
along T = 0, then the unknown pivotal values along the second time-row in terms of the first
calculated values, and so on.
The corresponding 8,,‘? programme is very easy to derive and simply corresponds to the
description of initial values, boundary conditions and the specification of the relation (4). The
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aspect of a web corresponds to the time axis, while the collection aspect represents the rod
discretization.
stream

start = some initial temperature distribution;
LeftBorder
RightBorder
U@O
U
float inside
pU

=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
0;
start;
LeftBorder # inside # RightBorder;
0.4*pU(left) + 0.2*pU(middle) + 0.4*pU(right);
$U when Clock;
left = ‘6;
right = left + 2;
middle = left -I- 1;

The second argument of the when operator is Clock which represents the time discretization (cf.
Fig. 2). The expression ‘n generates a vector of n elements where the ith has a value i.
2.5.2. The simulation of a reactive system. Here is an example of a hybrid dynamical system,
a “wlumf” which is a “creature” whose behaviour (eating) is triggered by the level of some internal
state (see [35] for such model in ethological simulation).
More precisely, a wlumf is hungry when its glycaemia is under 3. It can eat when there is some
food in its environment. Its metabolism is such that when it eats, the glycaemia goes up to 10 and
then decreases to zero at a rate of one unit per time step. All these variables are scalar. Essentially,
the wlumf is made of counters and flip-flop triggered and reset at different rates.
boolean FoodInNeighbourhood
System wlumf = {Hungry@0
Hungry
Glycaemia@O
Glycaemia
Eating

=
=
=
=
=
=

Random;
false;
(Glycaemia < 3);
6;
if Eating then 10 else max (0, $Glycaemia - 1) when Clock fi:
$Hungry && FoodZnNeighbourhood;}

The result of an execution is given in Fig. 3.
2.6. Examples of web with dynamic structure

Webs with a static structure cannot describe phenomena that grow in space (like plants). To
describe these structures, we need dynamically structured webs. The rest of this section gives some

inside

f--X-+

= .,.

Thin uniform rod

0°C

0°C
t u (x,

t)

Values already computed
Constant web

Fig. 2. Diffusion of heat in a thin uniform rod.
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s

_

-

r
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Fig. 3. Behaviour

of an hybrid

dynamical

';

1

,,

*

system

examples of this kind of web. Note that we do not need to introduce new operators; actual web
definitions already enable the construction of dynamically shaped webs.
2.6.1. Pascal’s triangle. The numbers in Pascal’s triangle give the binomial coefficients. The
value of the point (line, col) in the triangle is the sum of the point value (line - 1, co/) and point
value (line - 1, co1 - 1). We decide to map the rows in time, thus the web representation of Pascal’s
triangle is a stream of growing collections. This web is dynamic because the number of elements
in the collection varies in time.
We can identify that the row I (1> 0) is the sum of row (I - 1) concatenated with 0 and 0
concatenated with row (I - 1). The 81/l programme is straightforward.
t = (St # 0) + (0 # St) when Clock;
r@j 0 = 1;

The first five values of Pascal’s triangle are:
7’op:O
Top:1
Top:2
Top:3
Top:4

:
:
:
:
:

{l):int[l]
{l.l}:int[2]
{1,2,1):int[3]
(1,3,3,1):int[4]
(1,4,6,4,lf:int[5]

-7.6.1’. Eratosthenes’s sieve. We present a modified version of the famous Eratosthenes’s sieve
to compute prime numbers. It consists of a generator producing increasing integers and a list of
known prime numbers (starts with a single element, 2). Each time we generate a new number, we
try to divide it with all known prime numbers. A number that is not divided by a prime number
is a prime number itself and is added to the list of prime numbers.
Generator is a web that produces a new integer at each tack. Extend is the number generated
with the same size as the web of already known prime numbers. Module is the web where each
element is the modulo of the produced number and the prime number in the same column. Zero
is the web containing boolean values that are true every time that the number generated is divided
by a prime number. Finally, reduced is a reduction with an or operation, that is, the result is true
if one of the prime numbers divides the generated number. The .u:(yl operator shrinks the web Y
to the rank specified by _v. The rank of a collection is a vector where the ith element represents
the number of element of x in the ith dimension.
generator@0
penerator
extend
module
zero
reduced

=
=
=
=
=
=

2;
Sgenerator + 1 when Clock;
generator:l$cribIe/;
extend O/O Scrible;
(module = =(O:lmodzdoI));
or\zero;
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crible = $crible #generator
crible@O = generator;

when (not reduced);

The first five steps of the execution give for crible:
Top:0 :
Top:1 :
Top:2 :
Top:3 :
Top:4 :

{2}:int[l]
{2,3}:int[2]
(2,3}:int[2]
{2,3,5}:int[3]
{2,3,5}:int[3]

3. IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE 8,,2 COMPILER

The compiler described hereafter is restricted to programmes defining webs with a static
structure. A high-level block diagram of the compiler is shown in Fig. 4. The output can either
be a sequential C code or a code for a virtual SIMD machine (similar to CVL [36]).
3.1. The structure of the compiler
We describe briefly the various phases of the compiler written in a dialect of ML [37]:
Parsing: parses the input file and creates the programme graph representation used in the
remaining modules of the compiler. This is a conventional two-pass parser implemented using the
ML version of lex and yacc.
Binding: the compiler enforces static scoping of all variables. This phase is also responsible for
inline expansion of functions, removal of unused definitions and the detection of undefined
variables.
Geometry inference: the geometry of a web is inferred at compile time by the “geometric type
system” (see [23]). Programmes involving dynamic webs are detected by the geometry inference and
rejected. For example, the following programme: T@O = 0; T = ($T#$T)
when Clock defines a
web T with a number of elements growing exponentially in time:
~~~(~};(~,~>;(~,~,~,~};

. . .>

every collection of the stream has twice as many elements as the previous one. This kind of
programme implies dynamic memory allocation and dynamic load balancing and is rejected by the
compiler (but such programmes can be interpreted).
Scheduling inference: to solve the 81,2equations between webs, we have to extract the sequencing
/Y

//\

Iota

Y

+

C-3

.__-. --.{

‘5+x-‘5+2+x+2+y-x+2

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the compiler. Ellipses indicate source or target code, and rectangles are
processing modules.
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of the computations of the various right-hand sides from the data flow graph. Once the scheduling
of the instructions is done, the compiler computes the memory storage required by a programme
execution.
Code generation: the compiler generates a standalone sequential C code running on work-stations
or a code to be executed by the SIMD virtual machine. However, all the compiler phases assume
a full MIMD execution model and we are working on the MIMD code generation. The sequential
C code is stackless and does not use malloc or any other dynamic runtime features.
3.2. The clock calculus
The clock calculus of a web is needed to decide whether the computation of a collection has to
take place at some tick or not (a static web is viewed as a stream of collections for the
implementation). The clock of a web X is a boolean stream holding the value true at tick t if t
is a tack of X. Let .Ybe the value of X at a tick t, and clock(x) the value of the clock associated
with X at the same tick. Every definition
X = ,I’(Y)
in the initial programme

is translated into the assignment:
.Y:= if clock(X)

then,f‘(_r)

(5)

This statement is synthesized by induction on the structure of the definition of X. For example:
clock(A when B) = b A clock(B)
c/ock(clock(X))
= True

This transformation produces a normal form from the original web definition. Roughly, the
compiler will generate for any expression of the programme, a task performing the assignment
shown in equation (5). It is still necessary to compute the dependencies between the tasks to
determine their relative order of activation.
3.3.

The scheduling

inference

The data-flow graph associated with an 8,,* programme is directly extracted from the programme
in normal form. Unfortunately, this graph cannot be directly used to generate the task scheduling.
In the case of a scalar data flow programme, the data-flow graph is the same as the dependencies
graph. It is no longer true with collections. For example, in the following programme:
A=B

every point of A (i.e. every element of the collection of the web A) depends on the corresponding
point of B. On the other hand, the following programme that sums all elements of B:
A = +\B

produces a web A of only one point, depending on all the points of B. Nevertheless, both
programmes give the same data flow graph where the nodes A and B are connected.
The data flow graph can be viewed as an approximation of the real dependencies graph. This
approximation is too rough; for example, on this basis, we cannot compile spatial recursive
programmes. The work of the compiler is to annotate the data-flow graph to get a finer
approximation of the dependencies graph. The true graph of the dependencies cannot be explicitly
built because it has as many nodes as points in the web of the programme (for example, in numerical
computation, matrices of size 1000 x 1000 are usual and would give dependency graphs of over
1O6nodes).
We call task sequencing graph the approximation of the dependencies graph annotated in the
following way (Fig. 5):
l

An expression e depends on the web X if X appears syntactically in e. However, we
remove the dependencies of variables appearing in the scope of a delay: those dependencies
correspond to a past value and the compiler is scheduling the computation of the present
iteration only.
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The three basic annotations:

T.2-L

5.2

T.2

s.2

T.l----+

S.l

T.l

s.l

T.O-

S.0

T.0

s.0

Dependency graph corresponding to the annotations
Program with a spatial recursion:
if101
0

= 0
#

(1

+

#

(1

Program in a fatal deadlock:

+ i:[9])

A=B
B=A

i:[9])
A

P

P
B

P

I

CJ

J

Fig. 5. Representation of the three possible annotations used to build the sequencing graph. Two examples
are given. i is a vector such that the jth element of i has value j. A and B correspond to empty streams
which can be interpreted as a fatal deadlock.

The (instantaneous) dependency between an expression and a variable is labelled p if the value
of point i of e depends only on the value of point i of X (point-to-point dependency).
l The dependency is labelled t if a point i from e depends on the value of all points of X (total
dependency).
l The dependency is labelled + if the value of point i depends on the values of point j of X
with j < i.
l

In the sequencing graph, the cycle with an edge of type t or no edge of type + are dead cycles.
The webs defined in those cycles have always undefined values. The remaining cycles (with edges
+ and no edge t) correspond to spatial recursive expression requiring a sequential implementation.
An expression not appearing in a cycle is a data-parallel expression. It can be computed as soon
as its ancestors have been computed. Here, we are dealing with recursive definitions of collections
but see [38] for a similar approach which handles recursive streams and [39] for recursive lists.
In fact, the complete processing of the sequencing graph is a bit more complicated. We made
the assumption that the calculus of the instantaneous value of $X does not depend on the
instantaneous value of X, but the clock of $X depends on the clock of X (it is the same one, but
the first tack). So, the sequencing graph might have instantaneous cycles between boolean
expression representing clock expressions. The computation of this value is based on a finite Iixed
point computation in the lattice of clocks. One of the benefits of this approach, besides being fully
static, is that it allows us to detect the expression that will remain constant (we can therefore
optimize the generated code), or that will never produce any computation and generates tasks in
dead-lock (that might be a programming error).
Using the sequencing graph of the tasks as an approximation of the true dependencies graph,
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we might detect as incorrect some programmes
with an effective value. With some refinements of
the method, it is possible to handle additional programmes.
Anyway, the sequencing graph method
effectively schedules any collections defined as the first n values of a primitive recursive function,
which represents a large class of arrays.
In fact, this corresponds
to the use of a prefix-ordered
domain on vectors, instead of a more
general Scott domain. The use of a Scott order on vectors (which identifies de facto vectors with
functions from [O,n] to some domain) allows more general recursive definition. This is at the expense
of efficiency. For example, in the following 8, 2 programme
computing
the H first Fibonnaci
numbers:
,fih[n] = if iota
then
else

= =0
1
if iota = =2
then 1
else (1 #jb:[n

- 11) + ({l.l}#fib:[n

- 21)

the time-complexity
of the evaluation
process remains linear with n because we know that we can
compute the element value in a strict ascending order (in comparison,
the time-complexity
of the
fimctional
evaluation
of Jib is exponential,
but can be simulated
in polynomial
time by
memoization).
In the current compiler, the sequencing graph method is used to determine if the evaluation
of
the vector element can be done in parallel, in a strict ascending order, or in a strict descending
order.
3.4.

The data-flow

distribution

and scheduling

After the scheduling inference, the compiler is able to distribute the tasks on to the PEs of a
target architecture
and to choose for every PE a scheduling compatible with the sequencing graph.
To solve this problem, we limit ourselves to c_rclic scheduling. In our case, such a scheduling is the
repetition by the PEs of some code named pattern. The pattern corresponds
to the computation
of the values of a web for one tick. The last operation of the compiler is therefore to generate such
a pattern from the scheduling constraints.
To generate a pattern, the compiler associates to every task a rectangular
area in a Gantt chart
(a time x space). The width of the rectangle corresponds
to the execution time of the task and its
height to the number of PE ideally required for a fully parallel execution of the task (cf. Fig. 6).
For example, if the task corresponds
to the data-parallel
addition of two arrays of 100 elements.
the height of the associated rectangle will be 100.
With the representation,
the problem of the optimal distribution
and the minimal scheduling of
the tasks is to find a distribution
of the rectangles that will minimize the makespan
and that is

Split
4
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The sequency graph to fold
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bound in height by the number of PEs in the architecture. Some very efficient heuristics exist for
this problem known under the name “bin-packing” in two dimensions (which is NP-complete in
the general case [40]).
At the moment, we are testing a greedy strategy [41,42] consisting of placing as soon as possible
the largest ready task on the critical path. A task becomes ready at the time when all the tasks
from which it depends are done, time plus the communication time needed to transfer the data
between PEs. If more than one task is available at the same time, an additional criterion is given
to choose which one has to be taken first (for example, a task being on the critical path).
If the width of the chosen task is bigger than the number of available PE, we “split” the task
in two pieces. The first one is scheduled and the other one is put back in the pool of available
tasks (to be scheduled and distributed later). We only admit the split in the horizontal direction
(cf. Fig. 6). In fact, that is possible because a data-parallel task requiring n PEs corresponds to
n independent scalar tasks. Vertical split corresponds to pre-emptive scheduling.
A well-known result in [43] can be used to bound the worst case performance of this strategy.
It guarantees the good quality of the heuristic used here.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The current compiler is written in C and in an ML dialect. It generates a code for a virtual SIMD
machine implemented on a UNIX workstation. However, all the compiler phases assume a full
MIMD execution model and we are working on the MIMD code generation. Evaluation of webs
with dynamic structure is done through a sequential interpreter.
It is interesting to evaluate the quality of the sequential C code to estimate the overhead induced
by the high-level form of the language. This comparison was done on the example of heat diffusion
(cf. Section 2.5.1) against a hand-coded C programme (the parameters are the size of the rod which
varies from 10 to lo5 and the number of iterations from 100 to 10’). The ratio between the two
programmes is less than 2 in favour of the C programme for any parameters. However, the code
generated from the 8,,* programme is not optimized and especially the concatenation involves
copying instead of sharing and communications are not translated into vector shifts. Optimizing
by hand the communications lowers the ratio to 1.3 which proves the efficiency of our compilation
scheme (more results are given in [44]).
As a matter of fact, our concept of collection relies on nested vectors. Nested vectors differ in
many ways from the multidimensional arrays generally used in space-time simulations. For
example, assuming a row-column representation of a two-dimensional array by a two-nested
vector, it is not possible to define an evaluation process propagating along the diagonal. This is
because of the prefix or suffix ordering of vector-domains. More generally, the problem is to define
the neighbourhood of a collection element and to enable arbitrary moves from neighbour to
neighbour. A possible answer relies on the extension of collection on a rich structure based on
groups [45].
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